
The Staff 
 

Mr Burns was the first truly unusual teacher I encountered.  He came to Borstal High at Christmas to 

cover a long-term illness and mysteriously was not invited to return the following September in spite 

of the fact that cover was still needed.  His approach to teaching was innovative and highly 

personalised, but in his case, this was not necessarily a good thing.  Students voted with their feet – 

quite literally!  On numerous occasions, even year 7s would decide by the end of the register that it 

was all ‘a load of crap’, collect their things and leave.  Never one to be discouraged, Mr Burns 

developed a behaviour management strategy to prevent this happening and so he conducted most 

lessons, star-shaped across the doorway, the door also having been locked with the children inside.  

Had he not been a science teacher, he may just about have been able to justify this, but his lessons 

made a sudden leap from ‘eccentric and dull’ to ‘psychotic and terrifying’.  Thirty, highly strung, 

criminally minded, violent and ‘sharp-set’ fourteen year olds trapped in a room with naked flames, 

potentially deadly chemicals and a teacher they hated was an ill-advised experiment. 

 

Mr Burns proved himself to be a miserly gentleman too.  He was a skeletal, shadowy character who 

appeared to have borrowed his skin from a small, malnourished eight year old.  It was stretched over 

his bones so tightly that on several occasions, when he smiled, I feared that the point of his nose 

would break the surface, like a fingernail through a latex glove.  His fingers oddly seem to belong to 

an unfortunate eighty-year old: long and bony with thickened hemispherical nails that he used to 

point at children he didn’t like.  He claimed that he ‘didn’t eat during the day in order to save 

money!’  This seemed to explain everything!  His frugality knew no bounds, it seemed.  A cost-

effective solution was sought in every circumstance and this was typified by ‘Printer-gate ‘. 

 

A queue formed one parent’s evening as the teachers waited to print out reports to use to ward off 

deranged, illiterate parents that believed their equally disadvantaged offspring were destined for 

Oxbridge.  Unfortunately, the only printer available for staff to use appeared to be busy.  Mr Burns, 

like a corn kernel in extreme heat, was fizzing and twitching at a computer in the staff work room 

while page after page after page spewed out of the printer.  He was oblivious to everything except 

the monitor and mouse as he clicked, double-clicked, tutted, huffed, puffed and dribbled his disgust.  

An expanding group of disgruntled teachers gathered next-door, watching the time ebb away.  The 

room filled with conjecture – what was Mr Burns doing?   

 

Nine hundred pages.  Two reams of Science Department paper   


